Canadian marine pilots:

Always innovating
Pilots fully embrace continuous improvement
through implementation of the latest technology available
and ingenious new pilotage practices

PPUS

Pilots are using Portable Pilot Units (PPUs) to receive and assess real-time
digital navigation information that is speciﬁc to the pilotage district
in which they are operating.

PORTABLE
PILOT UNITS

Pilots have been instrumental in the development of
PPUs and are constantly ﬁnding ways to reﬁne them

UNDER KEEL CLEARANCE MANAGEMENT
Pilots use a consistent scientiﬁc approach for managing under keel clearance, integrating real-time
measurement of conditions (tides, waves and currents) with vessel characteristics – thereby maximizing
vessel drafts and sailing windows.
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TUG ESCORT REQUIREMENTS
Advanced new practices lead to safer
and more efﬁcient operations
Pilots in Vancouver identiﬁed new escort tug requirements
for some vessels, providing for more frequent trafﬁc through
the Second Narrows while maintaining safety levels.

SIMULATION
Pilots use state-of-the-art simulation technology
featuring customized vessel models and geographical
databases that mirror real-life conditions
Training and ongoing proﬁciency
Practicing complex maneuvers
Observing ship performance
in various scenarios

Reviewing port practices
and procedures
Evaluating terminal designs,
berthing criteria and
weather limitations

RATE OF TURN GENERATORS
One recent pilot-led innovation is
the “rate of turn generator” (ROT)
Used with navigational software, ROTs increase
opportunities to move ships in restricted visibility –
a key risk mitigation measure in various proposed
operations.

E-NAVIGATION
Canadian pilots are
at the forefront of e-Nav
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Guard’s national and
regional e-Navigation
committees

The International
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committees
Many other
international
forums

METEOROLOGY AND OCEAN
RESEARCH BUOYS
Thanks to the groundbreaking work of Canadian pilots,
a “smart” network of weather buoys has been deployed
in key Atlantic ports – critical infrastructure, providing
highly accurate, real-time information
Fast-changing weather and sea state conditions
Port and shipping operations management
Better operational planning
Port facilities and labour utilization

FATIGUE MANAGEMENT
AND CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS
Pilots have been key participants in sophisticated
studies on the effective management of fatigue
and its impact on circadian rhythms

The CMPA is the national association of the piloting profession.

www.pilotagecanada.ca

